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1. Sysmä 

 

Sysmä is a municipality in Finland located in Päijänne Tavastia region.  The west 

border of the municipality is a shore of the Lake Päijänne, which has highly 

developed coastline (Picture 1.).  Lake of Päijänne is the second largest lake in 

Finland. It is connected with the Gulf of Finland by Kymijoki river. Coastline of 

the lake of Sysmä municipality has a lot of bays, island and peninsulas. Sysmä 

nowadays has a lot of forests, fields and hills and even mountains. There are two 

most famous glacial erratics in Sysmä: Kammiovuori and Onkiniemen liikkuva 

kivi. Glacial erratics are rocks carried by glacial ice.  (Korhonen 2003, 11-15) 

 

Municipality of Sysmä as well as Sysmä village has a lot of inventoried 

archaeological sites. There are finds dated from Stone Age till historical times. 

The Picture 2 shows the density of finds in Sysmä municipality. It clearly shows 

that Sysmä village has exceptionally many finds. (Seppälä 1999)  
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PICTURE 1. LAKE PÄIJÄNNE AND LOCATION OF SYSMÄ. (GOOGLE MAPS 2001) 
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PICTURE 2.  OVER HUNDRED INVENTORIED  ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF SYSMÄ (SEPPÄLÄ 

1999, 100). 

 
There have been found about 130 archaeological remains of human activities in 

Sysmä. Even though it is clear that Sysmä has important place in Finnish 

prehistory not many excavation works has been done. There are very little 

information published in scientific books. First excavations were held in 1919 at 

the Supitu stone cairn. Another bigger excavations happened in mid-1990. Most 

of them were connected to Iron Age. (Malinen, 7). 
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There is another important term to discuss, careful reader will notice that on 

different publications and both on internet and print appears a name Suur-

Sysmä. It is historical old name of Sysmä and surrounding. It was much bigger 

that todays municipality. Suur-Sysmä included current municipality but also 

Hartola, Jousa, Leivonmäki, Luhanga and parts of Mantyharju and Asikkala. It 

was an area of 2,500 km2. (Juvelius 1927, 1) 

 

Prehistory is a time when no written sources are available for scholars. Finnish 

lands were covered by ice for a long time, but there have been found possible 

pre-glacial human signs in Susi Luola near Kristiinkaupunki. Main reason for 

that might be that the glacier ice has been destroying all the remains. There is 

possibility that between Ice Ages, on warmer period, Finland has been settled. 

The earliest Stone Age in Finland lasts between 8400 -5100 BC. On that time 

ice has started to melt. Päijät-Häme first inhabitants came probably from 

southern parts of Gulf of Finland, nowadays Estonia. The established settlement 

started to differentiate itself, creating a culture called Suomusjärvi around 

Uusimaa. Clay pots has not yet been made, and settlement has been moving 

very often. (Hovi 2003, 7-8) 

 

Comb Ceramic period (5100 - 2800 BC) has bring new inventions like ceramic. 

It has been very much ornamented in characteristic style. On that time the 

connections between Finnish settlements and other parts of Europe has been 

established. Comb Ceramic Culture could use already Finno-Ugric languages. 

(Hovi 2003, 8-9) 

 

The end of Stone Age is dated on 3200 -1700 BC. The agriculture has slowly 

started with migration of new people. New way of burial has appeared – in fetal 

position on side, new type of axe has been found -Hammer axe (vasarakirves). 

(Hovi 2003, 9) 

 

Bronze Age lasts between 1900-500 BC. Agriculture has been growing and 

technology of bronze casting has been invented. The burial ritual has also 
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changes into cremation. Most typical finds are jewellery, swords, axes and 

daggers casted from bronze. (Hovi 2003, 9-10) 

 

Iron Age dated between 500 BC – 1150/1300 CE is last prehistorical period in 

Finland. It is divided into few shorter periods: 

Pre-Roman period: 500 BC – 1 BC 

Roman period: 1 AD – 400 AD 

Migration period: 400 AD – 575 AD 

Merovingian period: 575 AD – 800 AD 

Viking age period: 800 AD – 1025 AD 

Crusade period: 1033 AD – 1300 AD 

On that time the production of iron popularised.  

 

2. Stone Age 
 
 
First habitants settles about 8500 BC around Porvonjoki river, since then the 

habitation spread further north. In Sysmä first proves of settlement has been 

dated for Early Comb-Ceramic Period around 5100 BC. Lake Päijänne was very 

important route for habitation, it is possible that people have been settling here 

even in earlier times. During this period people has been starting their 

settlement near good fishing and hunting areas. Till now the water level has 

been lowering and the remains are found much further away from water as it 

was in the past. People have been moving their houses very often and there has 

not been a lot of people living in this area. There is about dozen of Stone Age 

settlements in Sysmä. (Malinen, 3-7) 

According to Juvenius there has been found axes and daggers (Picture 3). Those 

were unfortunately not published on other sources. 
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PICTURE 3. STONE AGE AXES FROM SYSMÄ (JUVENIUS 1927, 18) 
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Typical founds are also bones and quarts (Picture 4). Picture 5 showcases pieces 

of comb ceramics, for game purposes reconstructed pot from Orimattila might 

be used (Picture 6). 

 

PICTURE 4. INVENTORY NOTE DESCRIBING QUARTS PIECES FOUND ON A SITE. 

(https://www.kyppi.fi/palveluikkuna/kmloyto/read/asp/hae_liite.aspx?id=142965&ttyyppi=

pdf&kansio_id=781)  

 

https://www.kyppi.fi/palveluikkuna/kmloyto/read/asp/hae_liite.aspx?id=142965&ttyyppi=pdf&kansio_id=781
https://www.kyppi.fi/palveluikkuna/kmloyto/read/asp/hae_liite.aspx?id=142965&ttyyppi=pdf&kansio_id=781
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PICTURE 5. PIECES OF COMB-CERAMIC CULTURE POTTERY. (MALINEN 2003, 14) 

 

 

PICTURE 6. RECONSTRUCTED POT FROM COMB-CERAMIC CULTURE FROM ORIMATTILA. 

(https://www.finna.fi/Record/museovirasto.35972FEB20BC483A91EAD2DDFF5D3105?imgid

=1)  

 

  

https://www.finna.fi/Record/museovirasto.35972FEB20BC483A91EAD2DDFF5D3105?imgid=1
https://www.finna.fi/Record/museovirasto.35972FEB20BC483A91EAD2DDFF5D3105?imgid=1
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3. Bronze Age 

 
The Bronze Age in the region did not bring significant changes for Sysmä region. 
It is different from southern part of Finland, where have been found metal 
jewellery and other artefacts. Through the time in this area started animal 
husbandry and agriculture. Findings especially on the beginning of the period 
are not changing much. Later on different type of ceramics have been found in 
Majutsaari island. Burial customs also started to change into cremation little bit 
later than on coast of Finland.  (Malinen 2003, 9) 

 
LAPP CAIRNS (Lapinraunikoita) are smaller than those on coastal parts of 
Finland. They are located near water on islands where is a good visibility. Lapp 
Cairns look like large accumulation of glazes in one place or stone field. Few of 
them has been found in Sysmä, but none of them has been excavated. (Malinen 
2003, 9) 
 

4. Iron Age 
 
Iron Age started about 500 BC. The knowledge of iron casting changed the way 
how people lived. It has helped to create more usable and cheaper tolls, so 
agriculture became more common from the beginning of 7th century. Villages 
and more permanent settlements has been established. On the Viking Era and 
Crusade Period, at the turn of millennium, Sysmä was an important part of the 
Häme region.  Development of the trade and very good location with easy 
connection to water is visible in the amount of archaeological founds (Picture 7). 
Rich treasures with silver coins, beautiful jewellery dating till XI century. 
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PICTURE 7. SILVER TREASURE. FINNISH HERITAGE AGENCY. 

HTTPS://FINNA.FI/RECORD/MUSEOVIRASTO.60A22C5353EBB0BADBE481604B2144B4?IMGID=3 

https://finna.fi/Record/museovirasto.60A22C5353EBB0BADBE481604B2144B4?imgid=3
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Cremation custom is still popular on the beginning of the Iron Age slowly 
started to change into inhumation. People were buried with jewellery, pottery 
and weapon. Most of the burial grounds in Sysmä dates back to Viking Age and 
Crusade Period. The oldest burial ground researched is Ihaniemiin Suurikylä 
and some artefacts are dated back to IVth century. Supittu cairn is interesting 
excavation place, as it was researched on the beginning of the XIXth century 
and is dated on Merovingian Age.  (Malinen 2003, 9) 

 
 
PICTURE 8. MEROVINGIAN AGE BRONZE FIBULAS FROM SYSMÄ. FINNISH HERITAGE AGENCY. 
HTTPS://FINNA.FI/RECORD/MUSEOVIRASTO.B0DBF60408F390B5E93A5CE115203E64?IMGID=2 

 

SACRIFICIAL STONES (uhrikivet, kuppikivet) are often found in Sysmä region. 
There is about 50 found cup-marked stones in the municipality. They were used 
to make small sacrifices and accumulated water was used as a healing potion. 

https://finna.fi/Record/museovirasto.B0DBF60408F390B5E93A5CE115203E64?imgid=2
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There is a theory that those stones can be used as a way to worship the dead. 
Similar custom is known in Estonia. (Malinen 2003, 10) 

Other possible finds to include in game: 

 

 PICTURE 9. PENANNULAR FIBULA. FINNISH HERITAGE AGENCY. 

HTTPS://FINNA.FI/RECORD/MUSEOVIRASTO.08F60638-4E27-4DD8-BBA7-B3CBD2B89AB3 

https://finna.fi/Record/museovirasto.08f60638-4e27-4dd8-bba7-b3cbd2b89ab3
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PICTURE 10. BRONZE COMB. FINNISH HERITAGE AGENCY. 
https://finna.fi/Record/museovirasto.F841B079419AFAC7579AA804C05BF976 

 

 

 

 

https://finna.fi/Record/museovirasto.F841B079419AFAC7579AA804C05BF976
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PICTURE 11. DIFFERENT ARTEFACTS FROM IRON AGE SYSMÄ TAKEN FROM: POUTIAINEN H. (ED.) HIRVIVENEESTÄ 

HULLUKAALIIN. MUINAISKOMUKSET ARKEOLOGISEN AINEISTON TULKINNASSA, PÄIJÄT-HÄMEEN TUTKIMUSSEURA RY. 
PAGES 70-80. 
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